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ABSTRACT

Eye gaze involves the coordination of eye and head movement
to acquire gaze targets, but existing approaches to gaze pointing are based on eye-tracking in abstraction from head motion.
We propose to leverage the synergetic movement of eye and
head, and identify design principles for Eye&Head gaze interaction. We introduce three novel techniques that build on the
distinction of head-supported versus eyes-only gaze, to enable
dynamic coupling of gaze and pointer, hover interaction, visual
exploration around pre-selections, and iterative and fast conﬁrmation of targets. We demonstrate Eye&Head interaction
on applications in virtual reality, and evaluate our techniques
against baselines in pointing and conﬁrmation studies. Our
results show that Eye&Head techniques enable novel gaze
behaviours that provide users with more control and ﬂexibility
in fast gaze pointing and selection.
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INTRODUCTION

Eye gaze naturally involves a coordination of head and eye
movement [4]. As we interact with the world, we shift our
gaze from object to object. Where gaze shifts are small, they
may be achieved by eye movement alone but generally they
involve a contribution of head movement [6]. Even though our
eyes have a physical range of 50°, they rarely rotate beyond 30°
relative to the head [24]. A gaze shift will typically start with
eye movement but be supported by head movement, not only
to reach further, but also to stabilise the eyes in a comfortable
position after reaching a target [55]. However, in spite of the
prevalence of head motion in gaze, eye-head coordination has
not been reﬂected in the design of gaze interfaces.
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Prior work on gaze for pointing and selection has treated head
movement as a problem that interferes with eye tracking, to
the extreme of using chin rests to suppress them [3, 33]. State
of the art eye trackers are less restrictive but compensate for
head motion in gaze estimation [11, 62]. In contrast, we propose to use eye and head movement in tandem, for multimodal
Eye&Head Gaze interaction. By understanding eye-head coordination we can design novel interactions that leverage concurrent input from eye and head tracking. This has particular
relevance for gaze interaction beyond the computer screen, for
example with larger display surfaces, head-mounted displays
(HMD), and virtual, augmented or real 3D environments, as
these expose wider ﬁelds of view (FOV).
Gaze is attractive for interaction as we naturally look at objects that we consider for manipulation. Also, we are able to
move our gaze faster to a target than our hands or a manually
controlled cursor. However, users rely on gaze primarily for
visual information seeking and overlaying this with gaze input
has well-known problems. Coupling gaze with continuous
feedback supports target selection but can be distracting when
it follows every eye movement [17, 43]. As gaze is “always on”
there is the Midas touch problem of deciding when to select
input, necessitating a separate conﬁrmation mechanism [16].
In gaze-only interfaces, this is addressed with dwell methods
but these require users to ﬁxate their gaze unnaturally long
on targets while having to avoid incidental dwell on other
objects [14]. As we show in this work, these problems can be
tackled in new ways by combining eye and head movement.
In this work, we ﬁrst identify design principles for Eye&Head
gaze interaction, grounded in eye-head coordination literature,
and then apply these in three novel gaze interaction techniques.
The ﬁrst one, Eye&Head Pointing, lets users point with their
gaze, but the pointer is only updated to a new gaze position
when the gaze shift is supported by head movement. The
effect is that head movement acts like a clutch, for dynamic
coupling of the user’s gaze and the pointer. Eye&Head Dwell
is a complementary conﬁrmation technique, where a dwell
timer is only triggered by a head-supported gaze shift but can
be paused and resumed with eyes-only gaze. Eye&Head Convergence is an alternative to dwell for fast target conﬁrmation
by aligning both the eye pointer and the head pointer over a
target, which we show to be distinctive as signal of intent. All
three techniques have been implemented in a head-mounted
virtual reality (VR) environment, with application examples
that demonstrate their advantages. We also evaluated them
against gaze pointing and dwell selection baselines.

The contributions of this work are: (1) principles of eye-head
coordination for gaze interaction; (2) three novel techniques
that leverage head-supported versus eyes-only gaze to tackle
pointing and selection problems; (3) demonstration of advantages of Eye&Head interaction in VR applications; (4) validation of the principles and user beneﬁts in empirical evaluation.
RELATED WORK

Prior work on eye and head movement for interaction has
treated the two modalities as separate rather than integral.
Head as well as gaze pointing were developed in the eighties,
as alternative to mouse input for users with limited motor
control [8, 13, 45, 57]. In comparison, eye movement is faster
and requires less energy, while head motion is less jittery and
more controlled [3, 23, 44]. We focus on the combination of
the two modalities, to take advantage of their relative strengths
and synergetic relationship.
Gaze Tracking based on Eye versus Head Movement

Computer displays are normally set up to be comfortably
viewable without need for head movement. The visual angle
of the display width usually does not exceed 40°, and gaze
shifts of up to 20° from a central position are comfortably
achieved with eye-in-head rotation [6]. Desktop gaze tracking
has consequently focussed on eye movement and treated any
head movement as accidental [11, 33, 62]. Gaze tracking with
multiple screens can be facilitated with head-mounted eye
tracking but this can lead to problems as gaze shifts from one
screen to another are performed with a combination of head
and eye movement. For example, when a user looks down
from a screen in-front to a screen in-hand, they use a different
eye-in-head range for viewing [54].
Conversely, gaze attention over wider visual ﬁelds is often
approximated by head pointing and ignores eye-in-head movement. Various works have used face pose tracking for gaze
pointing on large displays [34, 35]. Early work on VR explored gaze directed input but solely based on head orientation [30, 59]. However, also recent products such as Microsoft’s HoloLens 1 include gaze abstractions that are based
on head movement without any eye-tracking. These works on
head-only gaze reﬂect the major role head movement plays in
larger gaze shifts. However, as we will show in this work, it is
a fallacy to assume that users would be looking straight ahead
when they have completed a gaze shift, even when the shift in
attention is supported by head movement.
Gaze-based Pointing and Selection

Selection by pointing generally involves two phases [30]. In
a ﬁrst phase, the user identiﬁes an intended target object by
pointing at it. In a second phase, they conﬁrm the target
via a further action. Eye movement is highly effective for
the pointing phase as we can direct our gaze more quickly
toward a target than our hands or any other pointing device.
Where gaze shifts involve head movement, it is the eyes that
reach a target ﬁrst while the head follows more slowly [4].
However, eye movement is jittery and a variety of techniques
employ gaze for coarse-grained positioning in combination
with mouse, pen or touch for reﬁnement [40, 51, 53, 60].
While conventional pointing uses a cursor metaphor, it is less

clear how best to provide feedback with gaze as eye movement
is primarily engaged in information seeking rather than target
identiﬁcation [17]. We introduce a novel technique addressing
this with feedback that follows the eyes only when the head
also moves, freeing the eyes to explore around a potential
target without distraction by cursor motion.
For the conﬁrmation phase, the most common eyes-only technique is dwell selection by prolonged ﬁxation of a target [9, 16,
57], while it is also possible to use eye gestures [32], smooth
pursuit if targets are in motion [56], or additional conﬁrmation buttons [25]. Eyes-only techniques need to be based on
gaze behaviours that are distinct from natural viewing, and
consequently can be experienced as awkward and tiring. Alternatively, eye gaze can be combined with a separate modality
for conﬁrmation, such as key, mouse or button click which
also enable higher throughput [61]. This work introduces two
novel techniques where conﬁrmation instead is based on eyehead coordinated movement, enabling hands-free conﬁrmation
while addressing usability limitations of dwell time methods.
Gaze Interaction in 3D Environments

Eye trackers have become more prevalent in 3D environments
such as VR with several commercial products available such
as the HoloLens 2, HTC Vive Pro Eye and the FOVE 0. This
development has sparked an increase in eye tracking research
in 3D environments, and eye tracking has been used for measuring and leveraging gaze behaviour [1, 2, 47, 48], foveated
rendering [38], as well as redirected walking [58].
3D environments expose additional challenges for pointing
and selection, as targets can appear at different depths, and in
larger ﬁelds of regard around the user. The user’s FOV is naturally controlled by head movement but there is no universally
preferred selection method. The prevalent pointing metaphor
for targets beyond manual reach is ray-casting [12]. Gaze
has been found to be faster than hand pointing, especially for
distant objects [52]. A range of works have compared eye and
head pointing showing that eye gaze is faster and less strenuous, while head pointing is often preferred as more stable,
controlled and accurate [5, 10, 18, 23, 44]. As in 2D contexts,
eye pointing can be combined with fast manual conﬁrmation
by click or hand gesture [41, 46], or with dwell time or other
speciﬁc eye movement for hands-free selection [20, 31, 42].
In contrast to the 2D desktop setting, gaze in VR inherently involves eye-head coordination due to the wider FOV. This work
is ﬁrst to reﬂect how the naturally synergetic movement of
head and eyes can be leveraged in design of gaze interactions.
Combination of Eye and Head Movement

Head movement has been used to support gaze pointing in a
variety of ways. Head gestures such as nodding have been
proposed for conﬁrmation of targets users look at [27, 50].
These methods exploit eye-head coordination implicitly as
they track the compensatory eye movement during a head gesture, without need for separate head tracking. In extension,
head turning has been proposed for scalar input to controls
ﬁxated by gaze [36] and 3D target disambiguation [28]. In EyeSeeThrough, head movement controls a toolglass that can be

moved over gaze-ﬁxated targets [29]. Other work has supplemented eye pointing with subsequent reﬁnement of the selection by head movement [18, 19, 22, 49]. Recently,Pinpointing
compared head versus eyes as primary pointing modes, and a
variety of techniques for subsequent selection reﬁnement [23].
The existing body of work has in common that eye and head
movement are treated in separation, for use of one after the
other. In contrast, this work proposes pointing and selection
techniques that build on the integral relationship of eye and
head movement in gaze interaction.
EYE&HEAD DESIGN PRINCIPLES

There are no prior studies of eye-head coordination in HCI but
we can build on fundamental insights from neuroscience:

Figure 1. Eye&Head Pointing. The pointer moves to a new gaze position
only when the gaze shift is head-supported. A: The pointer (red) follows
the user’s gaze (blue) to the square as the user is also moving their head
(green). B: The user shifts their gaze to the hexagon, but as the shift is
eyes-only without head movement the pointer remains on the square.

• Larger gaze shifts require head movement. The eyes have a
physical range of 50° but rarely rotate beyond 30° relative
to a central position in the head [24]. The head is therefore
needed to explore further.
• Not all gaze shifts involve head movement. Gaze shifts up
to ~20° can be performed with only eye movement [6, 24].
• The decision and timing to support a gaze shift with head
movement is inﬂuenced by multiple factors, such as expected duration of maintaining gaze in the vicinity of the
new direction, position of the next target, and initial eye-inhead position [7, 37].
• The head will start or continue to move after a target is ﬁrst
reached by the eyes, and the eyes perform compensatory
movement based on the vestibulo-ocular reﬂex (VOR) to
maintain focus on the target [4, 6].
• The head will not typically move fully toward a target, as
head movement requires more energy while a comfortable
eye-in-head position is reached sooner [6].
A key design implication is that we can distinguish two types
of gaze shift: head-supported gaze shifts where eye movement
is accompanied by head movement, and eyes-only gaze shifts
that are performed without contribution by the head. We
identify three design principles that build on this dichotomy:
Head-supported gaze is more stable than eyes-only gaze.
The head does not contribute to every gaze shift; it only supports the eyes when the attention shift is more substantial such
that it requires or warrants a recentering of the area the eyes
can comfortably explore. Consequently, gaze points selected
with head support are less volatile than gaze points that change
with every eye ﬁxation.
Eyes-only gaze explores around objects selected by headsupported gaze. Objects acquired with head support are signiﬁcant in that they constitute a base from which other objects
in the vicinity are explored eyes-only, with less effort.
Head-eye alignment can signal intent. The head does not
normally rotate all the way with the eyes to acquire an object,
and an offset remains between head and eye at the end of a
gaze shift. Though it may seem counterintuitive, it follows that
we practically never look exactly straight ahead. Alignment
of head and eye can therefore be available to signal intent.

Figure 2. Eye&Head Pointing in a virtual museum. The green dot indicates the gaze position. A: An artefact is selected with head-supported
gaze, triggering contextual information. B: The selection is maintained
when the user looks at nearby artefacts, using eyes-only gaze. C: The
context display can be viewed without needing to carefully maintain gaze
on the artefact.

Note the fundamental limitation of head pointing. As the head
does not normally move the full distance to the target, head
pointing does not accurately identify objects of interest, even
when the gaze shift is supported by head motion.
EYE&HEAD GAZE INTERACTION TECHNIQUES

We designed three novel pointing and selection techniques
based on the identiﬁed principles for Eye&Head gaze. The
techniques are gaze-only, based on where the user looks, but
combine information from both eye and head in the process.
Eye&Head Pointing

The ﬁrst technique is for gaze pointing modulated by head
movement. As shown in Figure 1, the Eye&Head Pointer
moves to a new gaze position when the gaze shift is accompanied by head motion. When a user moves their gaze without
head movement, the pointer remains at the last position acquired with head support. Note that head movement only
modulates the pointer. The points selected are gaze points, and
it is not taken into account where the head points relative to
a target. The technique can be implemented with a cursor or
implicit feedback highlighting objects selected by the pointer.
It has the effect that a cursor or object selection is more stable and less distracting than a conventional gaze cursor that
follows eye movement continuously.
The Eye&Head Pointer enables users to ﬂuidly couple gazing
and pointing. They can move their eyes to look at objects
without the pointer following. However as soon as they also
move their head, the pointer will jump to where they are
looking. The coupling can be implicit and entirely based on

naturally eye-head coordination, but users can also choose to
move their head to have the pointer follow them to a gaze
target they might otherwise have attained eyes-only.
We developed a virtual museum application to illustrate
Eye&Head pointing for exploration of artefacts by gaze (Fig.
2). Head-supported gaze shifts trigger a contextual display
over the artefact, in the same way as a mouse hover might in a
desktop interface. Eyes-only gaze can be used to view other
artefacts while the selection is maintained. The hover selection
only changes once the user shifts their gaze with head support,
turning to explore another artefact. The hover selection can
also be extended by using a manual trigger (or other “click”
method) to expand the contextual display for more detail. This
demonstrates several advantages of the Eye&Head technique:

Figure 3. Eye&Head Dwell. A: Eye&Head pointing at an object triggers
a dwell timer (red). B: The timer is paused when the user moves their
gaze (blue) away from the object without also moving their head (green).
C: The dwell timer resumes when the gaze returns to the selected object.

• Hover interaction can be driven by gaze while avoiding that
the display changes with every gaze shift.
• There is no need for users to carefully maintain their gaze
on an object in order to maintain the selection.
• Users are free to visually explore the interface while a gaze
selection is maintained.
• A gaze selection can be conﬁrmed with a click method even
when the user is no longer looking at the selected object.
Eye&Head Dwell

This technique complements Eye&Head pointing with a novel
dwell method for conﬁrmation of selected targets. As shown
in Figure 3, a dwell timer is triggered only for targets that
have been selected with head-supported gaze. If the user looks
away from the target with eyes-only gaze, the timer is paused,
and it resumes when they return their gaze to the target. If the
user performs a head-supported gaze shift before dwell time
has completed, selection is aborted and the timer reset.
Figure 4 shows Eye&Head Dwell with Euler’s Constellations,
a puzzle game we developed for illustration. User are tasked to
draw a star constellation by successive gaze selection of stars,
with the challenge to draw in one line without traversing any
path more than once. As such, users have to plan their selections ahead and revisit past selections to solve the puzzle. The
Eye&Head Pointer combined with Eye&Head Dwell allows
users to gaze on past and future selections without any time
pressure and without risking that a selection is committed accidentally. This demonstrates key advantages the Eye&Head
technique has over conventional gaze point-and-dwell:
• Users are free to dwell on potential targets without risk
of unintended selection. This is useful for cognitively demanding tasks where thorough consideration of a choice
can induce prolonged ﬁxation.
• Selection can be paused while other options are inspected,
and users save selection time when they decide to return to
their ﬁrst choice.

Figure 4. Eye&Head Dwell in a puzzle game (green dot: gaze; red dot:
Eye&Head pointer). A: Display of a constellation to be reproduced by
gaze. B: The user started selecting a star (near red dot) but moves their
gaze to other stars to re-evaluate the selection, causing the dwell timer
to pause. C: The user returns their gaze and completes the selection.

head-eye alignment for conﬁrmation. The underlying assumption is that the head does not fully align with the gaze vector
when a new target is reached, for which we provide empirical
support below. The additional head movement to “close the
gap” can then be used to conﬁrm the target selection. Figure 5
illustrates our implementation of the technique based on a cursor metaphor. When the user’s gaze reaches a target, the gaze
cursor expands to display a convergence area and additionally
the head cursor is shown. The user can then conﬁrm the selection by moving the head cursor to within the convergence area.
If the head cursor is already within the convergence area, a
timer is started during which the eyes and head have to remain
within the threshold to conﬁrm the selection.
The size of the convergence area is deﬁned by an angular
threshold around the gaze point, and impacts the behaviour
of the technique. With larger angular thresholds, less head
movement is needed and selections are faster. However a larger
threshold also increases the likelihood that a head cursor is
already within the convergence area, and the risk of accidental
selection. A lower threshold reduces this risk, but requires
more head movement. The required time to conﬁrm a target
(Equation 1), t, is deﬁned as the angular distance from the gaze
cursor to the head cursor, d, subtracting the angular threshold,
a, divided by the angular head velocity, v. If the gaze and head
distance are equal to or smaller than the chosen radius, the
conﬁrmation time is equal to a chosen dwell time, td .

Eye&Head Convergence

Eye&Head Convergence is an alternative to dwell for conﬁrmation, and can be combined with Eye&Head or conventional
gaze pointing. The technique applies the principle of using


t=

(d − a)/v
td

if d > a
else

(1)

Figure 5. Eye&Head Convergence with conventional gaze. A: The
pointer (red) follows the gaze (blue) toward the square. B: As gaze
reaches the target, the cursor expands to deﬁne a convergence area and
a head pointer (green) appears. C: The target selection is conﬁrmed by
moving the head pointer into the convergence area.

Figure 7. User study tasks. A: Participants were shown an image on one
of the side panels and had to locate and select the matching image on the
grid. Note, only one panel at a time was visible to the user. B: Participants were tasked to select the highlighted targets (red) in succession.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Figure 6. Eye&Head Convergence with Eye&Head Pointing in a quiz application. The green dot indicates gaze, and the red dot the head point.
A: The user inspects answers without triggering interaction. B: When
the user move their head toward an answer at which they look, the cursor jumps to their gaze point and a head pointer appears as the cursor
expands to the convergence area. C: The user commits the selection by
moving the head pointer to within the convergence area.

The applications we developed demonstrate qualitative advantages of Eye&Head over conventional eye pointing and
selection. In addition, we conducted two user studies for evaluation, one on pointing and the other on conﬁrmation. The
objective of these studies was to compare user performance
with Eye&Head against eye gaze pointing and conventional
dwell selection as baselines. The pointing study had the additional objective to quantify the offset between head and eye
during naturalistic gaze, to test our assumption about head-eye
alignment and inform the choice of a threshold for Eye&Head
Convergence.

Figure 6 illustrates the convergence technique in a quiz game,
combined with Eye&Head Pointing. Users are shown quiz
questions and tasked to select the correct answer as quickly as
possible. An erroneous answer awards no points and as such,
users have to select both quickly and accurately. The application highlights a number of advantages of both Eye&Head
Pointing and Eye&Head Convergence:

We designed two tasks for the purposes of our study (Fig. 7).
The ﬁrst one is a search task, designed to require consideration of potential targets (and thus more gaze shifts) prior to
selection. The second task, in contrast, highlighted individual
targets in a predictable sequence, so that it could be performed
with single gaze shifts. We used these tasks instead of our
applications for evaluation, as they are more general and better
suited for fair comparison against baselines.

• Users are free to visually inspect choices without any distraction by cursor movement. This is useful when both
speed and accuracy are important.
• Potential targets can be inspected for as long as users need
to, without risking unintended selection.
• Users can traverse their gaze or head across other options
when reaching for a target, without deselecting a currently
highlighted option. This affords more freedom in the layout
of choices on the interface.
• Selection by convergence can be faster than a conservative
dwell time, as the required head motion can be performed
in shorter time.
• Convergence is less error-prone for selection than short
dwell times, as users have better control over their head
movement than over the duration of gaze ﬁxations.

Search Task. Participants had to ﬁnd and select a matching
picture within a 4x4 grid (Fig. 7A). The original picture was
shown on one of four panels surrounding the grid. 8 of the 16
pictures were shown consecutively at each panel, each picture
being shown twice in total (32 trials per participant and condition). Each panel had a corresponding grid shufﬂe. The panel
order and their corresponding stimuli order were randomised.
All trials were performed sequentially without pause or head
realignment to mimic a typical scenario where users perform
multiple selections. The grid was placed at 4 metres distance
from the participants and had a width and height of 50°. The
centre of the adjacent panels was placed at 50° eccentricity
from the grid centre to encourage movement outside the typical eye rotation range. We measured completion time of the
whole task, number of errors (incorrect selections), amount of
head and gaze movement, and offset between head and eye.
Circular Task. Here, participants had to select targets across
a circular layout in a predictable sequence based on the ISO
9241-9 standard [15] (Fig. 7B). The interface displayed eleven
targets at 4 metre distance from the viewer. When all eleven
targets had been selected, a new circle would appear. The

target size was 4° in diameter, chosen to be large enough to
minimise the effect of eye tracker error while avoiding target
overlap. The diameter of the circle of targets was varied in four
conditions with different pointing range (10°, 20°, 30°, 40°).
Diameter sizes were chosen to have a mix of eccentricities
where head movement would be unlikely (<20°) and likely
(>20°), while avoiding that targets would move out of view and
confound pointing with search. Participants performed ﬁve
circles per condition (55 trials per condition), in a randomised
order. We measured selection time, error rate, and the amount
of head and gaze movement. Note this task was not included
in analysis of head-eye alignment, as back-and-forth pointing
discourages head following and would bias results.

Table 1. Search task performance and paired-samples t-test results.

Gaze
Eye&Head
t-test

Trial time (s)

Error (#)

Head
motion (deg)

196.79 (±52.37)
188.99 (±27.37)
t(11) = .601,
p = .563

5.80 (±5.18)
5.30 (±4.05)
t(11) = .447,
p = .668

1508 (±566)
2651 (±678)
t(11) = 4.401,
p =.002

Apparatus

We developed both tasks using Unity version 2017.4.3d1 and
used an HTC Vive with the Tobii Pro VR Integration eye
tracker (120Hz) for both studies.
POINTING USER STUDY

This study compared two pointing techniques, Eye&Head
and Gaze, for pointing. In the baseline technique (Gaze), the
pointer followed gaze continuously. For both technqiues, a
cursor indicated the participant’s pointing position and the
HTC Vive hand-controller trigger was used to conﬁrm selection. Eye&Head Pointing had a head rotational threshold of
15°/s and a translational threshold of 0.1m/s to activate the
cursor, originating from informal testing.
Procedure

12 participants (5 female, 26.25 ±3.65 years) recruited from
the local university participated in the study. Eleven participants had occasional VR experience, and one used VR daily.
Ten participants had occasional or no eye tracking experience
and two participants had daily experience. Participants ﬁrst
signed a consent form and answered a demographic questionnaire. Participants were then seated and put on the HMD.
Participants started with the search task using both techniques
before performing the circular task. Participants performed a
ﬁve-point eye tracking calibration before each session. After
calibration, participants had a training session before the test
session. The pointing technique order was counterbalanced
with a Latin square. After completing a task with a technique,
participants removed the HMD and ﬁlled out a questionnaire
consisting of eight 7-point Likert items based on common
usability factors adopted from previous work [42]. A semistructured interview was conducted after each completed task
to extract preferences. The study took 30 minutes to complete.
Results
Search Task

Paired samples t-tests showed no signiﬁcant time or error difference (Table 1). However, Eye&Head Pointing showed signiﬁcantly higher head movement. Fig. 8 shows questionnaire
responses. Wilcoxon signed-rank tests showed no signiﬁcant
differences between the pointers.
Interview results showed that participants’ opinions were split.
Eight expressed favourable opinions towards Eye&Head Pointing. P5 claimed "Eye&Head Pointing was much easier to use,

Figure 8. Search task questionnaire and Wilcoxon signed-rank test results.

and you did not have to focus as much since the pointer did
not constantly follow your gaze". P2 commented "Eye&Head
Pointing is a nice way to get rid of all extra distractions and
movements in the background". P2 also commented on the
pointer’s naturalness "The head movement was already there,
so for the majority of the selection I did not realise I was using
the technique and that I needed an extra head movement".
Finally, P9 noted "Gaze pointing is more dependent on the
eyes, and I felt like it was too responsive. I felt like I needed
to concentrate on controlling it and it was distracting me".
However, four participants preferred regular gaze pointing.
Their main reason was the annoyance of being forced to use
their head. P6 commented "The Eye&Head Pointer was more
of a challenge. It did not feel as natural as gaze pointing". The
participants of this group were among the ﬁve participants
with the lowest head movement.
Circular Task

Analysis showed no signiﬁcant differences in time, error
rate or throughput. See Table 2 for comprehensive results.
Eye&Head Pointing had signiﬁcantly higher head movement
at all distances but there was no signiﬁcant difference in pointing performance. This was surprising for distances of 10°
and 20° where targets are reachable eyes-only, and where we
expected head motion to slow down pointing. However, efﬁciency of Eye&Head Pointing is explained by enabling users
to still conﬁrm a target while their gaze is already moving on.
Fig. 9 shows the questionnaire results. The Eye&Head Pointer
required signiﬁcantly less perceived concentration. As in the
search task, eight participants preferred Eye&Head Pointing
while four preferred gaze pointing. Participants often per-

Table 2. Circular task performance and paired-samples t-test results.
Time (s)

Error (%)

Throughput
(bit/s)

Head
motion (deg)

10°

Gaze
Eye&Head
t-test

.43 (±.07)
.48 (±.14)
t(11) = 1.509,
p = .165

7.4 (±4.9)
8.7 (±7.5)
t(11) = .417,
p = .685

3.55 (±.55)
3.41 (±1.33)
t(11) = .403,
p = .695

1.28 (±1.07)
10.35 (±1.89)
t(11) = 11.961,
p < .001

20°

Gaze
Eye&Head
t-test

.50 (±.12)
.49 (±.12)
t(11) = .197,
p = .848

10.0 (±5.8)
13.4 (±6.7)
t(11) = 1.277,
p = .230

4.70 (±1.79)
4.30 (±1.38)
t(11) = .981,
p = .348

2.39 (±2.31)
12.88 (±2.46)
t(11) = 9.861,
p < .001

30°

Gaze
Eye&Head
t-test

.55 (±.09)
.53 (±.12)
t(11) = .758,
p = .468

17.3 (±7.2)
13.3 (±7.4)
t(11) = 1.312,
p = .348

4.34 (±1.15)
4.72 (±1.60)
t(11) = .993,
p = .342

5.55 (±4.67)
16.50 (±3.11)
t(11) = 4.988,
p = .002

Gaze
Eye&Head
t-test

.62 (±.10)
.59 (±.12)
t(11) = .451,
p = .451

19.4 (±7.1)
16.4 (± 7.3)
t(11) = 1.264,
p = .342

4.24 (± 1.21)
4.51 (± 1.35)
t(11) = .701,
p = .498

10.85 (± 2.54)
21.85 (±3.88)
t(11) = 3.546,
p = .009

40°

Figure 10. Left: Average percentage of search task spent within the angular difference between the eyes and head. Right: Average time spent
within the angular difference between the eyes and head.

Pointing as it gave them more control and fewer distractions.
Results also indicated that Eye&Head Pointing required less
concentration from participants. However, a participant subgroup that showed tendencies to rely less on the head did not
favour Eye&Head Pointing due to annoyance or effort caused
by the extra head motion.
Head-Eye Alignment

Figure 9. Circular task questionnaire and Wilcoxon signed-rank tests
results.

formed mistakes with gaze pointing where the gaze would
move faster between targets than they could press the button,
whereas the Eye&Head Pointer provided more control over the
selection. P1 expressed "It was good that the pointer moved
more discretely, it made it clearer to me what I was currently
selecting". Participants also complained that the cursor was
continuously following their gaze. P10 commented "The cursor was distracting, and I felt I needed to concentrate more to
select a target so that my gaze would not go somewhere else".
However, four participants disliked the Eye&Head Pointer’s
required head motion, especially for shorter distances. P4
added "I preferred gaze pointing for the shorter distances because the required head movement was annoying when I did
not need it. However, it did not matter for the longer distances
as I moved my head anyway".
Summary across Tasks

Performance results were consistent across tasks. Head modulation of the gaze pointer increases effort in terms of required
head movement but this did not affect pointing speed and
accuracy. Additionally, we found no signiﬁcant differences between VR or eye tracking experiences. A participant majority
(8 of 12) expressed favourable opinions towards Eye&Head

Head-eye alignment was analysed based on the search task
(Fig. 10). Unlike the circular task, the search task required
users to inspect and compare images. This induced gaze shifts
over different ranges which we deemed representative of natural gaze behaviour. We found that the offset between the
head pointer and the gaze pointer was considerable for most
of the time. On average participants would only spend 7.5%
of the whole trial within 5° eye and head difference (Fig. 10,
left). Closer inspection showed that a closer alignment within
this angle generally only occurred when the eyes would move
across the head. Instances where head and eye were within
3° angular proximity were of short duration, with average
time at 0.11-0.15s, which is signiﬁcantly shorter than the time
required for a gaze ﬁxation.
We found no signiﬁcant difference between regular gaze and
Eye&Head Pointing. Eye&Head Pointing led to 75% more
head motion compared with unmodulated gaze, but this did
not have any signiﬁcant effect on head-eye alignment. The
results support the proposed utility of head-eye alignment for
signalling intent. This conﬁrms the conceptual basis for the
Eye&Head Convergence technique, and suggests a practical
choice of angular threshold at 3° between head and eye.
CONFIRMATION USER STUDY

Our second study had the objective to evaluate the Eye&Head
Dwell and Convergence techniques in comparison to regular
gaze dwell. We used the same equipment, tasks and conditions as in the pointing study (Fig. 7). The participants
performed the tasks with four techniques: Gaze + Dwell (G +
D), Eye&Head Pointing + Eye&Head Dwell (EH + D), Gaze
+ Eye&Head Convergence (G + C), and Eye&Head Pointing +
Eye&Head Convergence (EH + C).
We chose a dwell time of 700ms for both dwell techniques,
designed to be proﬁciently usable by novice users and comparable to dwell times in prior similar work [5, 42, 46]. Other
work has used dwell times as short as 300ms [10, 26] but
such dwell times are for highly practised users and speciﬁc

Table 3. Search task performance and repeated measures ANOVA.
Head
Trial time (s)
Error (#)
motion (deg)

G+D
EH + D
G+C
EH + C
ANOVA

173.77 (± 36.76)
182.61 (± 39.55)
181.38 (± 29.93)
176.30 (± 32.37)
F(3, 33) = .454,
p = .716

9.25 (± 8.51)
5.92 (± 2.84)
5.42 (± 2.27)
5.83 (± 3.90)
F(3, 33) = 1.863,
p = .155

1559 (± 705)
2391 (± 846)
3213 (± 711)
3382 (± 678)
F(3, 33) = 28.300,
p < .001

tasks [26]. Eye&Head Dwell had an angular threshold of 2°
between the gaze point and cursor chosen via informal testing.
Eye&Head Convergence parameters were decided via data
collected from the pointing study (Fig. 10). We set the angular
threshold to 3° as participants had spent less than 2-3% of
the search task time within this close range of head and gaze
alignment. Occurences of alignment within this range had
only lasted 110-150ms on average, well below the dwell time.
Procedure

12 participants (3 female, 28.08 ±3.55 years) participated in
the study. Eleven reported occasional previous experience
with VR, and one reported daily to weekly VR use. Ten had
occasional experience with eye tracking and two participants
reported daily to weekly experience. Six had participated in
the pointing study. The same procedure was used as in the ﬁrst
study. The study took 45 minutes to complete.
Results
Search Task

Repeated measures ANOVA showed no signiﬁcant time or
error rate differences (Table 3). However, G + D had a larger
error count variance compared to the rest. Signiﬁcant differences were found in head motion. Further Bonferroni corrected post-analysis showed that G + D also had signiﬁcantly
lower head motion compared EH + D (p = .030) and both
Convergence combinations (both p < .001). Additionally, EH
+ D had a signiﬁcantly lower head motion compared to both
G + C (p < .001) and EH + C (p = .008). The head motion
differences are not surprising as Eye&Head Convergence to
some extent require head pointing, and Eye&Head Pointing
also requires head movement to update the cursor position.

Figure 11. Questionnaire and Friedman test results for the search task.

am inclined to be more precise when also using my head. The
dwell techniques were tiring because you had to stare at a
target which felt unnatural". Three participants mentioned
that the expanded cursor used in Eye&Head Convergence was
distracting and added that the EH + C was less distracting
than G + C due to its discrete nature. However, the remaining
participants expressed no major difference between them. Just
as in the ﬁrst study, three participants who tended to use less
head movement preferred G + D which required the least head
movement. P12 stated "Moving my gaze felt more natural and
effortless compared to moving my head".
Circular Task

Fig. 11 shows the usability ratings from the search task. Friedman tests showed signiﬁcant differences in naturalness. Further Bonferroni adjusted Wilcoxon analysis showed that G +
D was signiﬁcantly more natural than G + C (z = 2.434, p =
.015) and EH + C (z = 2.297, p = .022). EH + D was also
signiﬁcantly more natural than G + C (z = 2.383, p = .017) and
EH + C (z = 2.683, p = .007).

We found signiﬁcant circular task performance differences between the techniques (Table 4). Bonferroni corrected pairwise
comparisons showed that G + C and EH + C compared to G +
D and EH + D at all distances had signiﬁcantly faster selection
times (all p < .001, except EH + D and G + C at 40° (p =
.037)), conﬁrm times (all p < .001), and higher throughput
(all p < .001 except EH + D and G + C at 30° (p = .058) and
40° (p = .241)). Head motion was signiﬁcantly lower for G
+ D compared to all other techniques at all distances (all p
< .001 except G + D and EH + D at 30° (p = .026), and 40°
(p = .345)). Additionally, EH + D had a signiﬁcantly lower
head motion compared to both Convergence techniques at all
distances (all p < .001).

Participants’ opinions about the techniques were again varied.
Six participants preferred EH + D. P9 expressed "EH + D was
good because it did not feel as stressful as G + D and not as
tiring as G + C and EH + C". P10 added "EH + D was very
useful as it allowed me to move more freely without making a
selection compared to the other techniques". P11 also stated
EH + D gave me more control over my selections and it suited
very well with the search task. Three participants preferred
EH + C. P4 stated "EH + C felt more natural, and I think I

In a post hoc analysis, we simulated shorter dwell times to
investigate whether signiﬁcant differences in selection and
conﬁrmation times were only due to the more conservative
choice of dwell time. Results showed that both EH + C and
G + C were signiﬁcantly faster for all four distances also with
a lower dwell time of 500ms; with dwell time chosen as low
as 300ms, EH + C and G + C were still signiﬁcantly faster
for 10° distance, but not the larger distances. Note, that a
larger Eye&Head Convergence angular threshold would lead

Table 4. Circular task performance and repeated measures ANOVA.
Circular Task
Time (s)

Conﬁrm
time (s)

Throughput
(bit/s)

Head
motion (deg)

10°

G+D
EH + D
G+C
EH + C
ANOVA

.94 (±.05)
1.08 (±.03)
.54 (±.10)
.52 (±.12)
F(3, 33) = 162.6,
p < .001

.70 (±.03)
.73 (±.03)
.24 (±.08)
.20 (±.06)
F(3, 33) = 504.9,
p < .001

2.75 (±.14)
2.34 (±.11)
4.95 (±.89)
5.12 (±.97)
F(3, 33) = 68.6,
p < .001

2.06 (±2.05)
10.80 (±1.38)
13.96 (±1.57)
14.40 (±1.91)
F(3, 33) = 155.7,
p < .001

20°

G+D
EH + D
G+C
EH + C
ANOVA

1.00 (±.06)
1.09 (±.07)
.74 (±.17)
.70 (±.15)
F(3, 33) = 26.6,
p < .001

.70 (±.02)
.73 (±.06)
.35 (±.11)
.33 (±.08)
F(11) = 105.1,
p < .001

3.52 (±.18)
3.20 (±.22)
5.00 (±.80)
5.28 (±.78)
F(3, 33) = 40.8,
p < .001

4.35 (±4.03)
12.29 (±2.07)
23.73 (±1.89)
24.87 (±2.03)
F(3, 33) = 176.4,
p < .001

30°

G+D
EH + D
G+C
EH + C
ANOVA

1.14 (±.13)
1.05 (±.09)
.89 (±.20)
.84 (±.17)
F(3, 33) = 15.4,
p < .001

.76 (±.07)
.75 (±.08)
.42 (±.13)
.41 (±.16)
F(3, 33) = 33.5,
p < .001

3.46 (±.54)
3.69 (±.55)
4.75 (±1.00)
4.96 (±.88)
F(3, 33) = 19.0,
p < .001

7.85 (±6.91)
15.03 (±2.82)
32.65 (±1.46)
34.08 (±2.39)
F(3, 33) = 128.7,
p < .001

40°

G+D
EH + D
G+C
EH + C
ANOVA

1.33 (±.26)
1.20 (±.28)
1.02 (±.19)
.93 (±.18)
F(3, 33) = 21.0,
p < .001

.79 (±.10)
.77 (± .08)
.47 (± .13)
.42 (± .13)
F(3, 33) = 41.5,
p < .001

3.29 (± .52)
3.84 (± .65)
4.49 (± .80)
4.93 (± .91)
F(3, 33) = 23.8,
p < .001

12.40 (± 8.39)
19.36 (±5.05)
42.19 (±2.12)
43.46 (±2.47)
F(3, 33) = 101.7,
p < .001

Figure 12. Questionnaire and Friedman test results for the circular task.

to shorter conﬁrm times and thus shorter times and higher
throughput as less head motion would be required.
Friedman tests on usability ratings showed signiﬁcant differences in naturalness, precision, easiness and enjoyment (Fig.
12). Bonferroni corrected Wilcoxon analysis showed that participants considered EH + C to be signiﬁcantly more natural (z
= 2.919, p = .004) and easier to use (z = 2.972, p = .003) than
G + C . Participants also considered EH + C to be signiﬁcantly
more precise than G + C (z = 2.714, p = .007) and EH + D (z
= 2.200, p = .028). Finally, EH + C was considered more fun
than G + D (z = 2.139, p = .032).
Eight participants favoured the EH + C technique. P9 stated
"Eye&Head Convergence is easy and quick to select something
when you know its position". P5 added "I preferred EH + C
for the circular task. It was more responsive than EH + D and
G + D and less distracting than G + C". The chosen dwell
time had a clear effect on the participants’ responses. However,
participants that expressed favourable opinions on Eye&Head
Convergence thought that the chosen dwell time did not matter
as the Eye&Head Convergence selection was instantaneous
when reaching the angular threshold. One participant preferred
EH + D for the circular task. Similarly to the search task,
three participants preferred G + D. P12 stated "It was hard
and annoying to use my head all the time. I preferred the
techniques where I could rely more on the eyes". Finally, P6
commented "Convergence was really easy for close targets.
But not for big movements, then I preferred selection by gaze".
Summary across Tasks

The type of task affected both performance and preference.
No signiﬁcant performance differences were observed when
participants had to search for targets to select. However, when
participants knew the target in advance they were signiﬁcantly
faster using Eye&Head Convergence for conﬁrmation than
with a dwell technique. In addition, we found no signiﬁcant differences between VR or eye tracking experiences, nor
new participants or participants who took part in both studies.

Participants had differing opinions regarding their preferred
technique, but mainly expressed favourable opinions for the
combination of EH + D for the search task and the combination of EH + C for the circular task. Participants expressed
preference for the Eye&Head Pointer as it provided more control and was found less distracting. As in the ﬁrst study, a
subgroup of the participants favoured regular gaze techniques
due to annoyance or effort caused by the extra head movement
needed with Eye&Head techniques.
DISCUSSION

At the core of Eye&Head interaction is the distinction between
head-supported gaze and eyes-only gaze. Head movement
requires more effort and energy than eye movement, and an
attention shift supported by the head can be considered to
represent a higher level of investment and interest. Based on
the distinction, different behaviours can be attached to objects,
depending on whether they are turned to by both head and eyes,
looked at without head turn, or not gazed at. In our application
examples, we have attached automated gaze behaviour only to
the higher level of interest, to allow for exploratory attention
to objects without side effect. However, other mappings are
possible. In visual search, for example, all objects looked
at could be marked as viewed, and head-supported attention
could additionally trigger selection.
The three principles we proposed for Eye&Head interaction
are validated by the application examples and study results.
The ﬁrst principle refers to stability of head-support gaze and
is directly reﬂected in the design of the Eye&Head Pointer.
The museum and puzzle applications show how the pointer
facilitates stable gaze selection and feedback decoupled from
individual ﬁxations. Also, in both studies the majority of users
found the Eye&Head pointer to provide more control and
less distraction. The second principle is that eyes-only gaze
affords exploration around objects selected by head-supported
gaze. All our applications illustrate this, for example, with

free exploration around an artefact of interest in the virtual
museum, and examination of alternative choices after initial
selection in the puzzle. The third principle is that head-eye
alignment can be used as explicit input. In our ﬁrst study, we
showed that head and eye do not normally become completely
aligned, a premise for using alignment as deliberate signal. We
applied the principle in the Eye&Head Convergence technique,
and the results of our second study show that the technique is
robust and effective for fast conﬁrmation of gaze targets.
A principal advantage of Eye&Head pointing is that objects
can be pre-selected by gaze but that gaze is free to wander
before the selection is ﬁnalised. This can be useful for many
scenarios, for instance double-checking other conditions before ﬁnalising selection, or completing selection in sync with
other events. It also avoids that the selection focus is lost
prior to completion, for example caused by jitter in the eye
movement, eye-tracking inaccuracy, or a visual distraction.
Questionnaire results from the pointing study showed no signiﬁcance difference between pointers (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9). A
possible explanation for these results could be that our study
tasks were too simple for the participants to notice the interaction beneﬁts from Eye&Head Pointing. The results could also
mean that head modulation does not affect usability factors in
a signiﬁcant manner. However, a key insight from our studies
is that gaze target acquisition is not slowed down by head modulation. This is signiﬁcant as the demonstrated advantages of
moving and updating the pointer only with head-supported
gaze are gained without comprising performance. Eye&Head
Pointing was designed with exploratory gaze applications in
mind but our results show that it is also efﬁcient for pointing
at known targets in fast succession.
A speciﬁc beneﬁt for fast pointing is that targets can still be
conﬁrmed when the eyes are already moving to the next object.
This is compelling for applications where gaze is combined
with a separate “click” modality such as a button or other
manual trigger, as it requires less concentration from the user
for timing of gaze shifts. The user’s eyes can move on when
they are ready and do not need to wait until their hands have
caught up. This matches natural eye-hand coordination, where
the eyes lead manual action [60].
Eye&Head interaction can also be completely hands-free
for which we introduced two novel “click” alternatives.
Eye&Head Dwell extends the advantages of Eye&Head Pointing to dwell selection. A dwell-timer is only triggered when
gaze is accompanied by head movement, providing more control over selection, and leaving the user free to pause selection
to look at other objects. User can gaze at alternatives choices
and consider them without time pressure, as the dwell-timer is
only activated when both eyes and head move. This also addresses problems of gaze interaction with large objects where
users require more time for visual inspection, a problem with
regular dwell as it can result in unintended selection.
Eye&Head Convergence presents an alternative to dwell and
employs alignment of the head pointer with the line of sight
as the “click” alternative. The two techniques bring different
strength to different applications. The convergence technique

is faster and preferred when speed matters or targets are known,
for example when selecting a tool from a menu and quickly
returning to where the action is. Eye&Head Dwell, in contrast,
is perceived as more natural when the tasks involves search
and consideration of targets for gaze selection. However both
techniques have in common that they support more stable selection, for example in crowded environments with selectable
objects overlapping or in close proximity.
Eye&Head techniques can support users limited to eye and
head movement for interface operation, as well as users leveraging gaze in conjunction with other modalities. We observed
that a majority but not all users preferred Eye&Head over
unmodulated gaze. Eye-head coordination literature suggests
that there are “head-movers” versus “non-head-movers” [7],
which our studies appear to conﬁrm. Users preferring regular
gaze disliked that our techniques required head movement,
and on average moved their heads less than other participants.
These results indicate the possibility of the Eye&Head techniques becoming burdensome over time due to the additional
head movements. The techniques may also be less appropriate
for users with physical disabilities or injuries that restrict head
movement. Eye&Head pointing accommodates a reluctance
to move the head as it requires only little head movement
and does not depend on the extent to which the head supports a gaze shift. The sensitivity of our techniques could
also be adapted for non-head-movers, for example lowering
the rotational threshold at which head motion is detected, and
increasing the selection radius in Eye&Head Convergence.
Further longitudinal studies of the Eye&Head techniques’ and
dynamic thresholds based on head movement tendency would
thus be of interest.
All our results were obtained in VR. Studies have observed
users moving their head more in VR than in comparable
real-world tasks, caused by peripheral FOV limitations of
HMDs [21, 39]. However, we do not expect this to limit applicability of our techniques, as they build on basic eye-head
coordination behaviours that are consistent with observations
in real-world tasks [24]. Synergetic eye and head movement
is more prevalent when interactions span a wider FOV, for
instance on large displays or across devices in smart rooms,
but our techniques are also applicable with narrower FOV
displays and deliberate head movement.
CONCLUSION

This work introduced Eye&Head gaze interaction with design principles and techniques that we validated in application
prototypes and user studies. Our main conclusions for gaze
interaction design are: (1) It proves useful to distinguish between head-supported and eyes-only gaze; (2) Modulation of
a gaze pointer and/or dwell timer by head motion provides
users with more stable feedback, better control, and freedom
to roam with eyes-only gaze, without compromising pointing
efﬁciency; (3) Eye-head convergence is viable as signal of
intent, and enables fast hands-free target conﬁrmation.
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